
SEO ON-PAGE CHECKLIST 
Use these tactics to optimize your Web Pages/Content, which will raise visibility on Search Engines. 

 

     

 
Title Tags: 
Title tags define the title of a page and appear on the top of 
browser tabs and as titles of search results. 

 
 

Title Tags should be between 50 – 60 characters. 
-Focus on: 

1. Content 
2. Location (if fits/if applicable) 
3. Branding (unless homepage) 

 
Current Title: Legal & Paralegal Jobs | Legal Assistants & 
Secretary Jobs & Openings 
 
New Title with Best Practice Recommendations: Legal & 
Paralegal Jobs | Law Careers | Kelly Services US 
 
Meta Descriptions: 
Meta descriptions are used on search engine result pages 
(SERPs) as a preview for given pages. 

 
 

Meta Descriptions should be between 120 – 150 
characters. 
-Focus on: 

1. Keyword (if page is about supply chain, then supply 
chain should be first) 

2. Description of Page  
3. Location/Brand (if applicable) 
4. Call to Action (if applicable) 

 
Current Meta Description: In this age of do-it-yourself career 
development, employers need to invest in their most 
valuable talents who are likely the most agile, mobile, and 
prepared to move on to the next opportunity. 
 
New Description with Best Practice Recommendations: When 
it comes to employment, how valuable, competitive, and 
resilient are you? Download the Full PDF Report, by Kelly 
Services, for more info. 
 
 
 

 
Header Tags: 
The header tag, or the <h1> tag, will usually be the title of a 
post, or other emphasized text on the page.  It will usually be 
the largest text that stands out. 

 
 

Header Tags should be between 15 – 65 characters. 
-These follow a hierarchy system.  So H1 tags should be what 
the page is about, or the title that is on the page. 
-H2 tags should be a secondary heading, possibly highlighting 
a break in the page from one subject to the next.  
 
Current H1 Tag: Searching for a Scientific or Clinical Job? Go 
Where Hiring Managers Look! 
 
New H1 Tag with Best Practice Recommendations: Need a 
Scientific or Clinical Job? Go where Hiring Mangers Look 

 

Image Alt Text: 
The alt tag not only tells the search engines there is an image 
placed here but also informs it about the topic of your image. 
 

Alt Text should be between 26 – 33 Characters. 
A good practice for the ALT tag is short but descriptive. Fill 
your Alt Text with search engine friendly information. ALL 
IMAGES SHOULD HAVE ALT TEXT.   

 




